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Alumni Speaks...

Alumni – Pride of Institute
HNCC-MBA department was forward
thinking and made us go through a lot of
rigor and hardship for developing our
industry, market knowledge and
communication skills by making us
present weekly reports after doing
research on a specific subject. It helped us
build great communication,
comprehension, articulation and quick
thinking skills. During last 2 decades I faced many public
interviews, delivered seminars and speeches at national
and International level, every time I start talking, it reminds
me of my HNCC-MBA days. Thanks to HNCC-MBA for
preparing us for the corporate world, for ensuring strong
knowledge foundation and developing right attitude to
thrive in the tough business environment.
- Mr. Sandeep Kulkarni, Sr. GM, Harbinger Group, Pune
I am always proud to mention about my
Alma-mater ‘HNCC-MBA’ and get
recognition being the Alumnus of this
great institute. The reason why this
institute gives me pride is that something
or other is always ‘Happening’ with the
objective of adding to the personality of
the student – may it be academic or
otherwise. The knowledge enhancement
through seminars, guest lectures, weekly
reports and Arranging activities such as industrial tours,
weekly sessions gave all the practical exposure to practical
management skills. All these skills and habits have been
elemental in building my career as a Successful
entrepreneur.
- Mr. Anand Bhutada,Proprietor, Rajita Enterprises,
Solapur

I am grateful and feel privileged that I
studied MBA at HNCC, Solapur. HNCCMBA helped me become and expert in
organizing events and undertaking
projects.
I assumed sense of
responsibility for every action and
developed Entrepreneurship abilities.
The college is a good brand in
management studies. The Annual,
National seminars, case study preparations, on-field
business research, cross cultural students from other
states contributed in the development to a large extent. I
could achieve great amount of success due to the learning
and exploration of myself through these college activities.
I owe my success to the foundation laid at HNCC-MBA
- Mr. K. Avinash , Mgr, Hitachi , Bengaluru
HNCC-MBA is the place where I collected
all the skills of theory and practical that
helped me through may career path in
Videocon, JVC and now in Haier. The
common thing in all these organization
was I achieved success in making all the
brands highly successful in the markets
and the foundation for achieving all the
success there was laid in the two years at
HNCC-MBA. I can never compare the contribution these
two years have made in my life to anything under the sky. I
will always be eager to step forward and contribute to the
institute in whatever form I can.
- Mr. Sandip Patil, Zonal Manager, West Zone, Haier
Appliances, Pune

Our alumni have reached to heights in corporate sector, nationally and internationally, yet have kept the
feeling of belongingness towards the institute and great support to current students.
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Mr. Bharat Awasthi

Vice President - Marketing

Idea Cellular, Mumbai

Mr. Hemant Dange

Manager, International Operations

Shoppers Stop

Mr. Irfan Mujawar

Team Manager

Woodland, Pune

Mr. Sandeep Mulajkar

CAO and Head of Oversight & Controls

J.P. Morgan Chase, Philippines

Mr.Subhash Chander Reddy Asst.Vice President

Franklin Templeton Investments Ltd.,Hyderabad.

Mr.Siddharth Zarabi

Executive Editor

Bloomberg TV India

Mr. Vishwas Dayma

Cluster Head

ICICI Bank, Karad

Mr.S.V.Shanthkumar

Associate Vice President

Kotak Securities Ltd. Bangaluru

Mr.Vishwajeet Vaidya

Asst. Vice-President

A.U. Financiars Ltd., Pune

Mr. Rajiv Singh

Regional Head, Commercial Business

ICICI Bank, Pune

Dr. Padmaker Jadhav

Regional Training Head

TATA AIG Life Insurance Ltd., Hyderabad

Mr. Srikant Behara

Asst. Vice President, Business Development TATA Business Services, Hyderabad
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